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Background A method of occupational physical exposure assessment is needed to
improve analyses using large data sets (e.g., national surveys) that provide only job title/
category information as a proxy for exposure.
Methods Five ergonomic experts rated and arrived at consensus ratings for job
categories used in the Third National Health andNutrition Examination Survey. Interrater
agreement was examined for initial (pre-consensus) ratings. Correlation between
consensus ratings and an independent source of ratings (US Department of Labor
(DOL)) was used as a basis of comparison.
Results Interrater agreements for the initial ratings were weak. Highest interrater
agreement was for sitting (weighted kappa (kw)¼ 0.56). Lowest agreement was for
standing (kw¼ 0.07). Consensus ratings were well correlated with DOL ratings
(correlation coefficients �0.6).
Conclusions The correlation between consensus ratings andDOL ratings support the use
of expert consensus to assess physical exposures in national data sets. However, validation
of expert consensus ratings is required. Am. J. Ind. Med. 50:608–616, 2007.
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INTRODUCTION

Occupational physical exposures at work often result in

symptoms and disorders among workers and also in

tremendous costs to both workers and employers [Kelsey

and Hochberg, 1988; Yelin, 2003]. Epidemiologic studies

that have examined work-related musculoskeletal disorders

and symptoms range from studies performed within a single

company or hospital/clinic, to postal surveys of commun-

ities, to the use of national data sets (e.g., national surveys,

record linkages, claims data).

The use of national data has major advantages such as:

(1) containing a large number of subjects, (2) being

representative of the general population (thus avoiding

selection bias), and (3) containing information on important

covariates and health outcomes. However, one of the main

disadvantages of using national databases/data for occupa-

tional epidemiologic studies is the frequent lack of occupa-

tional exposure information, which can restrict analyses to

associations with job title or crude exposure categories

[Anderson and Felson, 1988; Vingard et al., 1991;
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Rossignol et al., 2003]. A large portion of studies that used

national databases/data have assessed associations between

musculoskeletal disorders and particular job categories

or titles [Vingard et al., 1991]. When the available job

categories/titles were sufficiently precise, exposure informa-

tion was obtained through other sources (the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles) [Anderson and Felson, 1988] or through

interviews of the baseline population [Tuchsen et al., 2000].

Some studies have also used expert judgments to categorize

occupations as ‘‘physically demanding’’ [de Zwart et al.,

1997] or ‘‘blue collar’’ [Rossignol et al., 2003]. Although

expert judgments cannot achieve the quality of direct

measurements, experts’ experience and knowledge of jobs

can provide valuable insight to occupational physical

exposures and risks. If the expert ratings of occupational

activities were improved, expert ratings could be a practical

solution to the lack of exposure information when analyzing

very large study populations (e.g., national data/surveys).

A literature search of expert judgments of job titles/

categories showed that most were performed in occupational

studies of chemical exposures. Thus, the evaluation of the

validity and reliability of experts’ ratings has been far more

extensive in the area of chemical exposures relative to

physical exposures. Although some aspects of assessing

chemical exposures are distinct from assessing physical

exposures, there are some principles that can be applied to the

challenge of rating ergonomic factors. For example, assess-

ments of experts’ ratings of chemical exposures indicated

that the following characteristics increased ratings’ validity

and reliability: (1) when experts worked as a panel, (2) when

experts were familiar with the jobs, and (3) when there were

detailed descriptions of the job’s tasks and environment

[Siemiatycki et al., 1997].

This article describes a method of assessing selected

occupational physical risk factors that incorporates some of

the above-mentioned recommendations for expert ratings of

job titles/categories, namely (1) using a panel of experts and

(2) using experts who are familiar with the jobs’ physical

exposures. This method uses job categories from the Third

National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey

(NHANES III) and exposure to work activities related to

knee osteoarthritis (OA).

Objectives

The main objectives of this study were:

(1) to use experts to develop lower extremity ergonomic

exposure ratings for NHANES III job categories that

can be used to assess knee OA risk;

(2) to assess the agreement between expert ratings (i.e.,

interrater agreement);

(3) to compare the experts’ ratings with an external source

of ratings.

Ultimately, by providing a method that makes greater

use of job titles/categories, the results of epidemiologic

studies using job titles/categories can be more helpful in

identifying specific hazardous exposures and exposure levels

associated with work-related musculoskeletal disorders.

BACKGROUND

NHANES III Knee Osteoarthritis (OA)
X-Ray Data File

The NHANES III was a national cross-sectional survey

of the civilian, non-institutionalized United States popula-

tion. Subjects received a household interview, which

obtained data on variables such as weight and job history.

A portion of the subjects were invited for a physical

examination. The NHANES III invited all subjects who

were aged 60 years and older and who received a physical

exam, to have their knees X-rayed while lying down (for

safety purposes). The data provided a unique opportunity to

study the association of occupational factors and knee OA,

while adjusting for important covariates.

The job categories in the publicly available NHANES III

data set were based on the 3-digit 1980 US Census Job Codes

(approximate n¼ 900) that the interviewer used to code

subject’s answer to ‘‘What kind of work were you doing the

longest?’’ In order to protect the identities of the subjects, the

individual job codes/titles were collapsed into 40 job

categories that are in the publicly available NHANES III

data (Fig. 1).

Since the publicly available job categories encompassed

several job codes/titles, some of the job categories had a large

amount of physical exposure heterogeneity. For instance, one

of the 40 job categories contained writers and athletes, while

another job category contained post-secondary and kinder-

garten teachers. This was an added complication to the

exposure assessment. Additionally, there were no adequate

physical exposure data (e.g., a database) for the job

categories (n¼ 40), nor could the subjects be re-contacted

and interviewed regarding their occupational activities.

FIGURE 1. Relationship between1980 US Census Job Code/Titles and NHANES Job

category.
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Occupational Activities and Exposures
for Knee OA

Six occupational activities were chosen based upon the

support of previous epidemiologic literature for an associ-

ation with knee OA: (1) sitting, (2) standing, (3) walking/

running, (4) carrying/lifting a heavy load (>10 kg), (5)

kneeling, crouching, stooping, crawling, or squatting (abbre-

viated as ‘‘kneeling’’), and (6) working in a cramped space.

The evidence is strongest for knee bending activities (i.e.,

kneeling and squatting) and heavy lifting [Anderson and

Felson, 1988; Felson et al., 1991; Cooper et al., 1994;

Maetzel et al., 1997; Coggon et al., 2000]. These associations

have been primarily limited to dichotomous exposure levels.

Positive associations, though not always significant, have

been observed between knee OA and standing and walking/

running [Coggon et al., 2000; Yoshimura et al., 2004]. No

studies have examined the association between working in a

cramped position and the risk of knee OA. However,

‘‘working in a cramped position’’ may also entail knee

bending and thus was also worth further examination.

United States’ Department of Labor
(DOL) Ratings

The United States’ DOL had occupational ratings for

jobs, in order to give an accurate job characterization for

those seeking jobs or careers. These ratings were used to

provide a basis for comparison for the expert ratings, and

were obtained from the US DOL’s O*Net Analyst Database.

This database was developed by the DOL to update the

previously published ‘‘Dictionary of Occupational Titles.’’

Some of the variables in the database were related to knee

OA: sitting, standing, walking/running, kneeling, working in

a cramped position and certain strength variables. These

occupational ratings ranged from 1 to 5 for sitting, standing,

walking/running, working in a cramped space, and kneeling.

The DOL did not have ratings of ‘‘heavy lifting’’ specifically

but had ratings of various strength variables with a different

scale that ranged from 0 to 7. These data were published

online under the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)

Job Code/Title. There was no data source that directly

mapped the SOC Job Titles to the NHANES job category.

Instead two data sources were used which indirectly linked

the SOC to the NHANES Job Categories: (1) a mapping of

SOC to 1980 Census Job Codes (provided by the National

Crosswalk Center) and (2) a final mapping of the 1980

Census Job Codes to the NHANES III Job Categories

(provided by NCHS).

‘‘Average DOL ratings’’ were calculated for each

NHANES job category using the different mappings. This

was performed by taking an unweighted average of the DOL

ratings of all the SOC job titles which were mapped to a

NHANES III job category. This method is illustrated in

Figure 2.

The DOL ratings provided an independent and widely

used assessment of physical job stresses related, in part, to the

lower extremities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Expert Participants

Five ergonomic ‘‘experts’’ were recruited to participate

in the study. The ergonomic experts were selected based upon

their extensive experience in rating jobs. Three out of the five

experts were based in academic settings. One expert was an

ergonomic consultant and one expert was an ergonomics

researcher at a government agency. The experts’ years of

professional experience in the field of ergonomics/occupa-

tional health (including job analysis) ranged from approx-

imately 11 years to over 25 years, with an approximate mean

of 19 years of experience. All were Certified Professional

Ergonomists.

Initial Expert Ratings

The experts were sent a survey that instructed them

to rate each of the 40 NHANES III job categories with respect

to the proportion of the work day (%) spent in the six

FIGURE 2. Calculating the Average DOL Rating for NHANES Job Category. *Standard Occupation Classification; **NHANES Job

Category11:Salesworkers, retail andpersonal services.
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categories of occupational activities. The rating scale was an

11-point, interval scale that ranged from 0% to 100% of the

work day. Each unit/interval represented 10% of the

work day.

Consensus Rating

Experts were given approximately 1 month to individ-

ually complete the survey (referred to as ‘‘initial ratings’’).

Upon completion of the survey, experts convened to discuss

their initial ratings and arrive at consensus ratings. Their

initial ratings were collected prior to the meeting and entered

into a spreadsheet. When the experts met, the spreadsheet of

the initial ratings was projected on to a screen so that the

experts could see their initial ratings as well as the ratings of

their peers. The initial ratings were not kept anonymous.

Consensus was reached when all of the ratings were

within 1-unit of each other. For initial ratings that did not

meet the consensus definition, experts with outlying ratings

were asked to give the rationale behind their ratings. Then the

experts were given the opportunity to change their initial

ratings, based upon the discussion. If the changes did not

result in a consensus, the process was repeated again and

experts were asked to give a rationale for their ratings (Fig. 3).

During these discussions, it was recognized that some of

the disagreements in the initial ratings were caused by

inconsistent definitions and/or assumptions used by the

experts when determining initial exposure scores. In order to

FIGURE 3. Diagramof theprocessofobtainingexpert ratings (of typical exposures).
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achieve consensus, assumptions and definitions were dis-

cussed, clarified, and revised. Experts developed and used the

following definitions and assumptions to establish the final

consensus ratings.

Work day: A 1-day shift that could range from 8 to 12 hr

(when the worker ‘‘clocks-in’’ and ‘‘clocks-out’’). This time

included lunch breaks and other periodic breaks.

Heavy lifting: When a worker was required to lift a load

of 10 kg or more, four or more times per hour. Therefore, a

rating of 10% indicated that a worker in the particular job

category would lift a load of 10 kg or more, four or

more times per hour for approximately 1 hr (i.e., about 10%

of the work day).

Carrying a load greater than 10 kg: The actual time a

worker spent carrying a load greater than 10 kg.

Kneeling, climbing, stooping, crawling, or squatting

(abbreviated as ‘‘kneeling’’): This occupational activity was

intended to capture the amount of time a worker spends with

his/her knees flexed, excluding sitting, and walking/running.

Therefore, stooping did not refer to the posture of straight

legs and a bent back, but must also include flexed knees. In

addition, the ratings of this job activity did not distinguish

between continuous kneeling position versus periodic

bending and straightening of the knees. In other words, a

worker who received a rating of 20% may have been in a

continuous kneeling position for 20% of the work day or may

have been bending and straightening his/her knees

many times during the work day, but the accumulated time

that his/her knees are ‘‘flexed’’ amounted to 20% of the

work day.

Working in a cramped space: This referred to the

whole body being cramped and not just arms or hands. This

condition was intended to measure the amount of time a

worker may spend in a space that did not allow the entire

body to stretch or move about ‘‘freely.’’ The condition

implied that the worker has flexed knees, but imposed the

criteria that the workers’ movements were limited by

space. Therefore, high ratings of ‘‘working in a cramped

space’’ imply high ratings of ‘‘kneeling,’’ but not the

reverse.

Sitting: This occupational activity referred to the

condition where the worker’s weight was supported by a

chair or seat.

Standing: This referred to the stationary position where

the knees were not flexed. This position did not include or

overlap with walking/running.

Walking/Running: This occupational activity referred to

the upright standing posture but with ‘‘active lower

extremities.’’ Therefore, a worker could not be walking and

standing simultaneously.

Kneeling, standing, sitting and walking/running were

mutually exclusive. Also, these postures and activities

appeared to encompass almost all of the lower extremity

positions and activities that a worker may possibly assume or

perform. Therefore, the consensus ratings of these four

exposures were partly determined based upon the assumption

that the sum of the ratings for the four physical exposures

would be approximately 100%. Refer to Table I for a partial

listing of the consensus ratings for the NHANES III job

categories.

Consensus ratings are available upon request from the

corresponding author.

Statistics

Agreement between Experts’
Initial Ratings

Weighted kappas (kw), which take into account the 11-

point ordinal scale, were calculated to evaluate interrater

agreement [Fleiss, 1981]. The Cicchetti–Allison weights

were used [Cicchetti and Allison, 1971]. Additionally an

overall weighted kappa was calculated for each physical

activity [Fleiss, 1981].

TABLE I. Expert Consensus Ratings* for Selected NHANES III Job Category

NHANES III Job Category
(NHANESIII Job Code) Sitting Standing Walking Kneeling Heavy lifting

Working in a
cramped space

Executive, administrators, and
managers (01)

68 16 14 4 6 2

Information clerks (13) 62 28 10 0 4 0
Cleaning and building service
occupations (23)

24 26 36 14 14 8

Related agricultural, forestry,
andfishingoccupations(27)

16 30 36 16 28 6

Construction laborers (37) 10 38 28 24 28 14
Standard deviation 21.01 10.04 10.23 8.44 10.2 7.47

*Ratings represent percent of work day spent in activity.
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Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICC) were calcu-

lated using SPSS v.12.0. These were also used to assess the

agreement between raters by treating the ratings on the 11-

unit scale as a continuous variable. The ICCs were calculated

using a 2-way mixed model (ANOVA), where the experts

(raters) were considered fixed effects. Also, the individual

ratings were used as the units of analysis (‘‘single

measures’’).

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients were also

calculated in order to assess rater’s relative agreement. This

method ranks the ratings and measures the correlation among

the rankings.

Correlation between expert ratings and
external source of ratings (DOL)

Pearson Correlation Coefficients were used to compare

expert ratings and DOL ratings. The expert and DOL ratings

were not on the same scale, thus only correlations could be

examined.

Apart from the ICCs, the analyses were performed using

SAS v. 9.1.3.

RESULTS

Inter Rater Agreement

Both the ICCs and overall weighted kappas indicated

that agreement among the initial ratings (pre-consensus) was

highest for sitting (overall kw¼ 0.56; ICC¼ 0.80) and lowest

for working in a cramped space (overall kw ¼ 0.08;

ICC¼ 0.40) and standing (overall kw¼ 0.07; ICC¼ 0.32).

Upon closer investigation of the pairwise interrater weighted

kappas for initial ratings of standing, the agreement between

raters 1, 2, and 3 were ‘‘fair’’ and neared values of 0.6, which

is considered ‘‘good agreement’’ (Fig. 4) [Altman, 1991].

However, the overall poor agreement for initial ratings of

standing appeared to have been driven by the low agreement

with raters 4 and 5, who tended to give lower ratings relative

to the others.

The Spearman Rank Correlation indicated much higher

relative agreement, despite the low agreement among the

initial ratings. For instance, standing had the lowest overall

interrater agreement but the agreement regarding the relative

amounts of standing, were much stronger- with many of the

Spearman Correlation Coefficients exceeding 0.6 (results can

be found in [D’Souza, 2006]). In particular, raters 1 and 4,

and 1 and 5, had very low weighted kappas (kw ¼<0.1), but

had Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients that were

slightly greater than 0.6. This was also seen in the initial

ratings of working in a cramped space, where the agreement

between raters 1 and 4 was low (kw¼ 0.215) compared to the

agreement between raters 1 and 2 (kw¼ 0.581). But the

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients differed by much

less (0.534 vs. 0.611).

Consensus Ratings Versus DOL Ratings

The relationship between mean consensus ratings and

mean DOL ratings for each job activity was assessed through

Pearson Correlation Coefficients. Overall, mean consensus

ratings were positively correlated with the mean DOL ratings

(Table II). Mean consensus ratings of sitting were the most

highly correlated with the DOL ratings (correlation coef-

ficient¼ 0.892). The mean consensus ratings of standing

were the least correlated with DOL ratings (correlation

coefficient¼ 0.597).

In order to partly examine how much the consensus

process improved the initial ratings, the Pearson Correlation

Coefficients from the following comparisons were evaluated:

(1) the correlations between the independent source of

ratings (DOL) and the consensus ratings and (2) the

correlations between the independent source of ratings

(DOL) and each of the raters’ initial ratings (Table II).

Overall the correlations between the DOL ratings and the

initial ratings are lower than the correlation between the

average consensus ratings and the DOL ratings. However,

this was not true of ratings of standing where the correlation

between some initial ratings and DOL ratings far exceeded

the correlation between the consensus ratings and DOL

ratings (i.e., raters 1, 2, 3).

DISCUSSION

Summary of Results

In general, experts’ consensus ratings of common lower

extremity occupational physical exposures appeared to have

good face validity, based on the correlations with DOL

ratings. The amount of agreement among experts’ initial

ratings seemed to be strongly influenced by the degree of

similarity between experts’ assumptions and definitions of

the physical activities. However, when assumptions and

definitions regarding the specific work activities and

work day were clearly defined among the experts, the experts

were able to reach consensus with relative ease and

consensus ratings were often more strongly correlated with

DOL ratings than the initial ratings.

Agreement Between Initial Ratings

A characteristic of a useful exposure assessment is its

ability to give consistent measures of exposures. In this study,

experts were used to give an exposure assessment based upon

their professional experience and judgment. Therefore, it was
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of interest to examine the agreement among experts’ initial

ratings.

Based upon the weighted kappas and ICC, the agreement

between the initial ratings of physical activities was poor,

with the exception of sitting. Although weighted kappas are

suitable for assessing agreement using multiple categories

and raters, they are also influenced by the number of rating

categories and by the true distribution of the exposures

across categories. This study used a relatively large number

of rating categories (n¼ 11). This may have artificially

deflated the weighted kappas, since a greater number of

rating categories leads to a greater chance of disagreement

[Kundel and Polansky, 2003]. Additionally, the true preva-

lence of the exposures may have also affected the weighted

kappa. Extremely high or low prevalence of exposure can

lead to lower kappa values [Byrt et al., 1993]. Working in a

cramped space was most likely not a highly prevalent job

exposure, and thus may have resulted in a lower overall

weighted kappa.

Much of the poor agreement between experts’ initial

ratings could also be attributed to experts’ varying definitions

of the occupational activities. For example, the lowest

amount of agreement was observed for ‘‘working in a

cramped space’’ and ‘‘standing.’’ Some raters had defined

standing as an upright posture, and thus incorporated

walking/running into his/her initial ratings, whereas some

of the raters had treated standing as a separate category from

walking/running and from sitting. Initially ‘‘working in a

cramped space’’ was also defined differently by each expert.

Some experts included cramped upper extremity posture thus

decreasing the overall amount of agreement among initial

ratings.

Also, the high amount of disagreement among the initial

ratings could be due to the large amount of exposure

TABLE II. Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between DOL Ratings and Experts’Average Consensus Ratings and Between DOL Ratings and Experts’ Initial
Ratings

Correlation between DOL and
average consensus ratings

Correlation between DOL and initial ratings

Rater1 Rater2 Rater3 Rater4 Rater5

Sitting 0.892 0.827 0.862 0.817 0.846 0.809
Standing 0.597 0.817 0.866 0.846 0.580 0.404
Walking 0.745 0.575 0.468 0.768 0.490 0.439
Kneeling 0.858 0.650 0.627 0.829 0.758 0.816
Working in a cramped space 0.710 0.517 0.633 0.693 0.543 0.730

Boldface indicates where correlation between DOL and initial ratings is greater than correlation between DOL and consensus rating.

FIGURE 4. Interrater agreement (weightedkappa)byoccupational activity.
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heterogeneity within a job category. As an extreme example,

one job category included writers and athletes. Another job

category grouped nursery school teachers with high school

teachers. As a result the task of rating the ‘‘typical’’ exposure

for such job categories was difficult and may have led to low

agreement among the initial ratings.

The variability in the initial ratings was partially due to the

lack of agreement on the definitions of specific physical

activities, as well as the underlying assumptions of the experts’

ratings. The influence of varying definitions of the work day is

illustrated through the high Spearman Rank Correlation

Coefficients, where experts were in agreement regarding the

relative amounts of exposure among job categories (i.e., job

category 5 was exposed to more kneeling activities than job

category 20). These results suggest that if the experts had

similar definitions of the work day some of the disagreement in

the experts’ initial ratings could have been eliminated.

The results show that having clear definitions and

assumptions is important in achieving high initial agreement.

In this study, the consensus process was necessary in

identifying these issues and allowing experts to discuss

them. But this could have also been achieved through further

pilot testing. Additionally, the results show that the consensus

process appeared to improve the correlation between the

consensus ratings and the DOL ratings, which was almost

always higher than the correlation between the initial ratings

and DOL ratings. Based on correlations with the DOL

ratings, the consensus process was certainly more valuable

for certain activities than others. However, comparisons with

an independent source of ratings are limited and do not

indicate true validity.

Consensus Versus DOL Ratings

In addition to producing stable and reproducible

measurements, exposure assessments should also provide

valid exposure measures. Due to the unavailability of specific

descriptions of subjects’ longest held jobs and the lack of a

‘‘standard,’’ an assessment of the validity of the experts’

ratings was not possible. Therefore, an attempt was made to

compare experts’ ratings with the ratings obtained by the

DOL as an alternative to directly validating the exposures.

Although it was not known how valid the DOL ratings were,

the ratings were of specific job codes (versus broad,

heterogeneous job categories) and were also based on the

job’s task statements. The DOL ratings were an independent

source of ratings, which made it less likely that the observed

positive correlations between the DOL ratings and expert

ratings were due to chance. These significant correlations

provide evidence that the expert ratings can achieve the

quality of DOL ratings. This can be useful to occupational

epidemiologists whose exposure assessments are often

limited to job titles or groups. It is also somewhat remarkable

that the experts’ ratings of the most likely exposures in a

broad job category were well correlated with the mean of the

individual DOL ratings within the broad job category.

Although the significant positive correlations with the

DOL ratings suggest that the expert ratings had a certain level

of quality, the DOL rating scale itself was difficult to interpret

for ergonomic risk. Since these ratings were developed for

career purposes, the ratings were not required to be very exact

and were constructed to give only a crude sense of the

physical demands of a particular job. Although it is

encouraging that the experts’ ratings correlated well with

DOL ratings, the comparison with the DOL ratings was not a

validation of experts’ ratings and a rigorous validation is

clearly necessary.

Limitations

A major limitation of the study was the inability to

validate the expert ratings. The large heterogeneity of

exposure within the job category was also a complication.

Although the expert ratings appeared to have good face

validity, it was unclear how accurately the ratings reflected the

true exposure of workers within each NHANES III job

category. DOL ratings were used for comparison and to, in

part, provide a separate data source that could provide a

reference. As previously mentioned, the fact that both the DOL

ratings and expert ratings were well correlated suggested that

the expert ratings can achieve the quality of DOL ratings.

The lack of clear and agreed upon definitions of the physical

activities was also a limitation in this study. It seems that the

amount of variance in the initial ratings was mainly attributed to

the differing definitions of the physical variables and the

underlying assumptions. For instance rater 5 assessed exposures

relative to the ratings given to the other activities. Evaluating

exposures with this assumption may have led to overall lower

ratings relative to the other raters. These discrepancies were

resolved prior to developing the consensus ratings.

Although the strong correlations between experts’

consensus ratings and DOL ratings are promising, the

physical exposures in a job could change over time and thus

the experts’ ratings may not have reflected the subject’s

exposures at the time they were employed. Since these

ratings will be used as exposures for a currently older

population, the experts may not have had professional

experience with the subjects’ job tasks and physical

exposures, some of which may have occurred 30–40 years

prior to the experts’ assessment.

CONCLUSIONS

This study examined a method of obtaining physical job

exposure ratings for use in epidemiologic studies. The study

used the experience and judgment of expert ergonomists to
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rate job categories and to arrive at consensus ratings for the

‘‘typical’’ exposure of a job category.

The analysis of the initial ratings shows that the

interrater agreement was highest when the physical variables

were well defined beforehand, as was observed for the

physical variable sitting. Based on the experts’ discussion

prior to the consensus ratings, it was important to include in

the definition the purpose of capturing the exposure to a

certain physical variable. For example, in the physical

variable ‘‘kneeling, climbing, stooping, crawling, or squat-

ting,’’ experts were not aware that this physical variable was

intended to capture ‘‘knee-bending.’’ Consequently, when

the experts were informed of that fact, they were able to

discuss and arrive at consensus ratings more efficiently.

When the experts’ consensus ratings were compared with

the DOL ratings, the ratings were well correlated. While

individual, objective exposure assessment remains the gold

standard, as a practical matter, using experts to assess exposures

may prove to be valuable in the epidemiologic setting. It is

relatively quick and inexpensive and may supplement or

potentially provide a better alternative to self-reported expo-

sures and/or dichotomous exposure categories that are

commonly used in epidemiologic studies.
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